
Barcodes and–above all–RF-ID tags (radiofrequency identification tags) provide an 
effective way to optimize the handling of linen and to meet one’s customers‘ requirements 
at a lower price. 
Software and technology for laundries’ software suite includes:

 Laundry RF-ID System (base) (for ID’d packaged linen)
 Laundry RF-ID RA (Advanced RFID functions)
 Laundry RF-ID BP (for ID’d flatwork)
 Laundry RF-ID SC (Linen bag identification and management)
 Laundry RF-ID CP (Production cycle monitoring)
 Laundry RF-ID MP (Non-ID’d linen handling)  
 Laundry RF-ID CR (Remote communication w/outlying wardrobes)
 Laundry RF-ID DA (Dispensers)
 Laundry RF-ID RC (Automated output sorting)
 Laundry RF-ID SA (Connection to an automated sorting system)
 Laundry RF-ID RM (ASSISTED MANUAL output sorting)
 Laundry RF-ID DM (ID’ing machinery data exchange)
 Laundry RF-ID WE (Web-related features)

Industrial laundries can thus exploit these effective tools to tackle all the problems connected 
with garments identified by means of computer-compatible devices, typically barcodes or 
RFID tags whenever possible.
Taken as a whole, these modules allow you to cope with all the typical issues which processing 
identifiable linen usually entails: being able to identify packaged linen with the help of all       
the information concerning customer, item, employee, size and ID of the item in question by 
using hardware devices will possibly lead to speeding up linen processing and bring about 
substantial productivity optimization.
As far as the software is concerned, we could deal with flatwork just like with packaged linen. 
Nevertheless,  owing to the currently available technologies we must needs adopt a different 
procedure, because of costs as well as because of their different management requirements. As 
hardware and marketing trends become more definite, Software and technology for 
laundries’ will not fail to monitor the situation as we keep updating our software.
Laundry RF-ID System enables you to mark items using barcodes and/or RIFD tags (initial 
allocation) and subsequently provides a number of functions concerning inbound and 
outbound clothes handling, including replaced, returned, lost or darned items and so forth. Of 
course, the complete traceability of each item during its life cycle is but one of the many 
positive result we can obtain. 
State-of-the-art RFID systems for industrial laundries
An industrial laundry is possibly the most hostile operating environment for electronic devices.
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A SYSTEM MEANT FOR…
for those industrial laundries that would like to succeed in the packaged 
linen laundering business, exploiting the most suitable tools to optimize 
their resources, aware as they are that low margins can and must be 
offset by the use of technologically advanced software and plants. 

Work clothes identified by means of barcoded labels and/or 
high-frequency multi-read RFID tags 

State-of-the-art RFID systems 
for industrial laundries 
LF (low frequency) 
as well as 
HF (high frequency / 
13.56 MHz, multi-read) 



High temperatures, aggressive chemicals and high operating pressures are just some of 
the issues affecting an RFID (Radiofrequency Identification) system, which must be able 
to withstand them. 
In recent years RFID tags have become a valid alternative to barcodes for the purpose        
of identifying textiles. As many operators have been able to notice, adopting RFID                 
technology leads to a substantially higher productivity, especially in HF (13.56 MHz) 
applications, since with HF several tags can be read simultaneously.
A RFID chip consists of an embedded sophisticated semiconductor connected to a tiny 
antenna. Chips used in laundries may easily be exposed to temperatures up to 220 °C and 
go through 300 to 400 washing and drying processes. 
At any rate, they are guaranteed to last for up to 100 cycles.

Laundry RF-ID System (base), has the following features:
Comprehensive management of the following specific data:

CUSTOMERSS:
 Label printout
 Suspension periods, etc.

LINEN
 Maximum number of times the item can be darned 
 Maximum number of washing cycles

CONTRACTS

EMPLOYEES/IN-PATIENTS
 Ward
 Locker
 Role
 Kind of room
 Kind of labels
 Label color
 Period of employment
 Equipment

WARDROBE

Linen handling data acquisition, with the purpose of I) invoicing (*),                     
II) bookkeeping (*), III) warehouse movement tracing, IV) wardrobe                   
management.
(*) requires integrated add-on.

Concerning competitive bid specifications or ITEMS, for each month: (optional data, 
gathered manually or-where possible-automatically)
 FIXED rates to be charged 
 Balance (quantity), automatically calculated
 Balance (worth), automatically calculated
 Balance (cost), automatically calculated
 Using these three parameters will help you adjust rates and evaluate
 profitability to suit your requirements.
 Your goal, if any
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State-of-the-art RFID systems for industrial laundries 
LF (low frequency) as well as 
HF (high frequency / 13.56 MHz, multi-read) 

Main features



The application can also manage the following aspects:
Customer data 
 Linen allocation 
 Linen turnover
Item data
 Customer allocation management
Employee personal data 
 Equipment management
 Item tagging or barcoding
Inbound and outbound 
Status changes 
 Items that have been returned/canceled/replaced or otherwise processed, etc. 
Label printout

Statistics
 Detailed, by item
 Detailed, by employee
 Wrap-up, by job (type of handling)
 Wrap-up, x employee
 Wrap-up, x ward / employee
 Item rotation check
 etc.

Low/High-frequency RFID tag and/or barcode management
One of the distinguishing features of Laundry RF-ID System is undoubtedly its               
capability to manage employees.
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Main features

Strategic operations 
(client environment)

Employee management

You will be able to cope with complex    
issues ranging from the peculiarities of                       
determining which size will fit to                       
determining all the information required    
to print identifying labels.
Each procedure is designed to be as easy      
as possible to carry out, yet meant to 
automate repetitive operations such as 
stocking up, replacing items, changing 
sizes, coping with lost items and so on. 



Tagging a new item, using either a barcode or an RFID tag
Laundry RF-ID System shows its extreme flexibility when you have a new item       
to tag.
As a matter of fact, this stage can be carried out: 
 ID’ing the item with an RFID tag
 ID’ing the item with a barcode
 Without ID’ing the item at all.
Besides,
 You can print the corresponding label
 You can envisage a working stage
 You can print a delivery note for your customer

Item status change 
This feature can affect one or more items and is used. 
To change their status, namely: 
 CANCEL the item
 CHANGE item SIZE
 REPLACE the item
 DARN the item
 PROCESS it according to a specific request from your customer
 CHARGE a ward 
 etc. for the item and so on
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Tagging a new item

The ‘multiple tagging’ feature provides a 
way to quickly tag more than just one item 
by employee, provided they are of the     
same type.
You may also save several specific features, 
such as number of pockets, length, custom 
seams, etc.) for later use.

Status changes

A special print layout can be defined            
and associated to each status change                 
operation (e.g. replace); this will be used to 
print delivery slips for customers and/or 
employees.
The use of barcodes and/or RFID tags, either 
independently or simultaneously, is one      
of Laundry RF-ID System’ strong points 
as it leads to huge time savings. 



INBOUND/OUTBOUND linen management
is particularly suitable for  workstations that handle a large amount of linen every day, as 
they will be able to issue delivery slips (whether for in-house use or not) and to perform 
online warehouse checks. 
  

 ‘check customer’ enables you to check the corresponding linen handling 
 sequence.

 ‘print labels’ is used to print out labels which can be later applied to packages, 
 either manually or automatically by means of heat sealers.

 ‘acoustic warnings’ is meant to help operators stop working only when this is 
 really necessary. 

SORTING SIMULATION
Some laundries may not be equipped with the necessary sorting hardware. In this            
case you can switch to our “simulated sorting” feature and so be able to print delivery 
labels grouped by customer/employee/item (or by other keys) according to the kind of          
packaging needed.
You may also activate the selection of so-called “hung linen” for remote specialized        
or generic workstations.
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Inbound/outbound linen 
management



Data acquisition from portable scanners/readers
If RFID tags are used (but barcoding may also be suitable), opting for portable readers 
may be particularly expedient, since they neither limit the operators’ freedom of                 
movement nor require immediate connection with a personal computer. 
Once incoming items have been ‘read’, the device can be connected to the serial port 
(other options are possible) of a personal computer; the latter shall run a diagnostic test 
and download linen handling records. 
The same applies to outbound linen of course. This procedure is particularly suitable 
when there are large amounts of inbound and outbund linen but no special interactive 
checks are required. 
Whenever it can be applied, it also allows to save on hardware expenditures. 

COLUMNAR layout labels
In view of the importance of label printout, and acknowledging the need for both columnar and 
custom layouts, Laundry RF-ID System comes with two extremely powerful layout creation 
tools, allowing you the greatest freedom in designing the look of your printouts.
Once you have designed a layout including, for example, company logo, name and surname, 
personal code, locker, role and maybe even the way the corresponding linen must be                       
processed, you can reuse it automatically as you prepare the items.
Moreover, you may batch print: 
 A specific label
 All the labels pertaining to a given employee
 All the labels pertaining to a given ward
 Labels selected by size
 Labels selected by item
 Labels selected by date
 any label can also be reprinted whenever necessary.
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Data acquisition from 
portable barcode 
scanners/tag readers

Printing:
Columnar or custom layout



Custom layout labels
Sometimes you might need labels with a special layout that CANNOT be determined in 
advance, but must be designed by the operator as the need arises. Laundry RF-ID  
System has a specific feature for this, allowing you to customize: 

 Number of rows
 Field alignment and centering
 Label width and height
 Font face and style
 Print preview

Other options include:
 Columnar layout labels
 Labels bearing the RFID tag number
 Labels with name and surname only
 and so forth.
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Printing:
Columnar or custom layout



REAL and VIRTUAL INVENTORY
Taking stock of customers’ linen is definitely one of ever-recurring themes in the laundry 
business: doing it often is next to impossible, because of the time and resources it takes as 
well as on account of logistic and management considerations
… but if you DON’T, or if you neglect it too often, you may be sure to face bickering 
customers plus the usual problem of missing linen … 
Software and technology for laundries’ “VIRTUAL INVENTORY” can’t be expected to 
solve this problem, or to Replace the need for a real inventory; nevertheless, in view of the 
results we have been able to achieve, we can surely describe it as one of the most 
expedient and strategically useful features of Laundry RF-ID System.

Our “virtual inventory” stems from an observation confirmed by operational practice, 
namely, that if an item has NOT entered the laundry for a very long time, it is usually either 
lost or the result of an over-allocation.
 In both cases, the sooner you detect the problem, the easier you will be able to mend it. To 
achieve this goal you will have to set up some parameters to define the query on linen 
handling; then, you will be able  to examine inbound and outbound linen for, say, the 6 
months preceding the day you created your virtual inventory, restricted to those 
customers for whom you deem it necessary.

Missing-i.e. non-detected-items will be added to an inventory archive which can be 
browsed and, most importantly, printed, sorted  by employee/item/barcode or tag, and 
grouped by item or in any way you like.

This document, together with careful monitoring and a properly enforced loss                       
prevention policy, will become an effective tool to discuss the reason of this non-rotation 
with your customers. It will also prevent a large number of arguments and, above all, the 
amount of missing items.

Additionally, this kind of INVENTORY is an entirely computer-based one and         
thus does not involve the use of other resources-rather, it is yet another way to save 
money.
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Virtual inventory



Linen handling statistics and monitoring
Among the strategically relevant reasons behind the use of ID’d linen-be it with barcodes or 
RFID tags-enjoying a comprehensive monitoring of each item surely ranks high. Such 
tracing capabilities are important for your laundry and your customers. Knowing that, say, 
a given gown is presently undergoing…”(drying, for example), and has been washed “n” 
times, darned “n” times, his rotation is ”n” cycles… all this MUST NOT remain a daydream, 
it must become part of your daily management routine.

Periodic Production rotation stats
These data enable you to check linen rotation with regard to your customers.
The following parameters are available: 
 Customer 
 Employee 
 Item identifying method (barcode/tag)
 Start/End date
 Delivery day

For each item, you will be shown the following data:
 Item ID
 Item code and description
 Size
 Day item was last used, before the selected period
 Day item was first used, after the selected period
 Days before rotation
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Monthly statistics
These data provide a monthly handling overview with regard to customers.
The following parameters are available:
 Customer 
 Item
 Job type
 Start/End date 

For each item the following data are shown:
 Item code and description
 Amount handled during the last 12 months 

Washing statistics.
Washing stats enable you to check, for each customer/item, the number of wash 
cycles still to go before the useful life of that item is over. Using this view you can predict 
when an item is going to have to be replaced soon and take the necessary measures for 
replacement and ordering. The following selection parameters are available: 
 Customer 
 Item (article of clothing)
 Number of wash cycles to go
 If necessary, grouping by employee.

The following data can be shown, for each customer:
 Item code and description
 Item ID system (barcode/RFID tag)
 Maximum number of wash cycles
 Times the item has been washed 
 Remaining wash cycles 
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Linen handling 
statistics and 
monitoring



Linen handling statistics/exporting data to MS Excel. 
This is the most powerful and complete feature: all data concerning linen handling can be 
queried, generating both detailed and wrap-up views which may then be exported to a 
MS Excel spreadsheet.

The following selection parameters are available (initial/final):

 Customer 

 Employee 

 Closet

 Surname

 Name

 Ward

 ID method (barcode/RFID tag)

 Item name

 Size code

 Replacement size code

  ‘in’ date

 ‘out’ date

 Delivery day

 Cost center

• Reason for debit entry

 

“Item type” can be either:
 Active Item (i.e. being processed), or
 ‘deleted’ item

The following data views may be obtained:
 Items that left the system
 Items that HAVEN’T left the system yet
 Overall situation
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Linen handling 
statistics and 
monitoring



You may choose which year to query and the kind of file (either STANDARD               
or INVENTORY) 
The following sort keys are available:
 Item identification code  Size code
 (barcode or RFID tag) Replacement size code
 Job code Surname
 Reason for debit entry Name
 Cost center code ‘in’ date
 Customer code ‘out’ date
 Delivery day ‘in’ time
 Ward code ‘out’ time

If you find that you often need to use a combination of all the above parameters, you can 
define a sort of ‘model query’ and save it, so that you will be able to run that query by just 
changing e.g. the period it will concern. 
Even the records extracted from the database using this query can be regarded as a 
useful if crude tool, but what is more, you can export it to Microsoft Excel’s native data 
format. Also, you can create countless views. 
Software and technology for laundries’ Laundry RF- ID System comes with the 
following preset views: 
  Detailed, by customer/employee Wrap-up, by customer/job
 Wrap-up, by customer/employee Wrap-up, by ward/employee
 Detailed, by employee/ward Detailed, by ward/employee 
 Wrap-up, by item Print summary slip
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Linen handling 
statistics and monitoring

The data returned by the 
query can be exported to 

MS Excel

You can apply a custom 
format to the data being 

displayed, then print the view 
and send it to your customer



Using RFID technology

One of Software and technology for laundries’ goals, and of Laundry RF-ID  
System in particular, is to expand the use of radiofrequency identification device among 
industrial laundries. 

The introduction of HF (high frequency) devices which can simultaneously read 
several chips–and thus several garments–dramatically increased the opportunities to 
speed up the whole production cycle.

The development and implementation of tunnel antennae, which could not possibly 
work with the older LF technology, led to outstandingly innovative solutions 
concerning the detection of inbound soiled items as well as outbound clean ones. 

When developing our latest software, Laundry RF-ID System’s technical lab attached 
great importance to embedding this technology into their system which further enhances 
the enormous progress in warehouse management and cost abatement brought about 
by LF LF transponders.
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HF multi-read
TUNNEL ANTENNA 

State-of-the-art RFID systems for industrial laundries 
LF (low frequency) as well as 
HF (high frequency / 13.56 MHz, multi-read) 

Size may vary



Using RFID technology 
One of the most revolutionary features of Laundry RF-ID System, stemming from the 
technological advancement of high frequency devices (13.56 MHz - ISO 18000-3 / 
15693), is most assuredly that concerning INBOUND items.

Using a TUNNEL ANTENNA, or even just a plain DESKTOP ANTENNA, incoming soiled linen 
can be ‘read’ extremely quickly and, above all, reliability is so high that you won’t possibly 
believe it unless you already saw one of our installations.

As to flatwork, you might exploit this system to automatically feed the available linen 
warehouse… Countless solutions are possible.

Our suite consists of the following modules:
 Laundry RF-ID RA (Advanced RFID functions)
 Laundry RF-ID BP (for ID’d flatwork)
 Laundry RF-ID SC (Linen bag identification and management)
 Laundry RF-ID CP (Production cycle monitoring)
 Laundry RF-ID MP (Non-ID’d linen handling)  
 Laundry RF-ID CR (Remote communication w/outlying wardrobes)
 Laundry RF-ID DA (Dispensers)
 Laundry RF-ID RC (Automated output sorting)
 Laundry RF-ID SA (Connection to an automated sorting system)
 Laundry RF-ID RM (ASSISTED MANUAL output sorting)
 Laundry RF-ID DM (ID’ing machinery data exchange)
 Laundry RF-ID WE (Web-related features)

A “work clothes” version is also available. Please refer to the specific documentation for 
further information.
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HF multi-read system 
INBOUND and OUTBOUND 
item detection

Software ‘work clothes’ 
version 

HF desktop antenna

The same can obviously be done             
with regard to OUTBOUND items, so    
as to be able to print delivery labels 
grouped by employee  or–in combination 
with folding and  packaging machines– 
packages already associated with your 
customers  with the corresponding labels, 
thanks to the function called ‘virtual 
simulated sorting’.
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Software requirements 
(we shall go into the relevant details as we meet)

 SERVER CLIENT

 - Mistral Laundry - SQL SERVER 2000   or
 - “Gestione Lavanderie” - SQL SERVER 2003   or
   (“Laundry management” - recommended) - SQL SERVER 2005  

 Operating System  CLIENT

 - WINDOWS 2003 Server - No special requirements, we
    recommend Windows 2000 or XP

Hardware requirements 
(we shall go into the relevant details as we meet)

 SERVER CLIENT

 - To be defined on the basis   - To be defined on the basis 
   of your needs   of local needs

To request a demo showing what Laundry RF-ID System and/or Mistral Laundry 
can do for you, or to ask for more information, just e-mail us or write to:

Company name:

Demo date:  / /

How many people will attend? 

Comments: 


